Tycoon S Resistant Lover
As recognized, adventure as competently as experience more or less lesson, amusement, as skillfully as
treaty can be gotten by just checking out a books tycoon s resistant lover as well as it is not directly
done, you could say you will even more regarding this life, vis--vis the world.
We have enough money you this proper as skillfully as easy mannerism to get those all. We meet the
expense of tycoon s resistant lover and numerous books collections from fictions to scientific research
in any way. accompanied by them is this tycoon s resistant lover that can be your partner.

His Captive Lover Elizabeth Lennox 2013-10-11 She’d been arrested? Mia couldn’t believe what was
happening to her! How could the police accuse her of killing her ex-fiancé?! She was a kindergarten
teacher! But here she was, standing in front of the judge, her eyes wide with fear and confusion. Into
this chaos strode the largest, most handsome man she’d ever seen in her life! Ash Thorpe stepped into
the courtroom and took charge, not just of her defense but of Mia’s heart. He was funny, kind,
intelligent and charming. He had but one flaw in Mia’s eyes: he thought she was a murderer! How could
she have lost her heart to a man who didn’t trust her? Her life had been so simple twenty-four hours
ago. Now she was confused and lost in a sea of insanity that only got more crazy by the minute. And the
only man who made sense, who helped her wade through the complicated judicial system, didn’t believe
in her. Ash had a thorny problem. It wasn’t enough that he was trying to navigate the dangerous waters
of a murder trial, he was falling in love with his client! To give in to his urges would be an unforgivable
breach of ethics, but so would be giving less than his best! Ash and his team were running a mile a
minute trying to come up with a strong defense, but his concentration was suffering from the emotional
and physical responses that Mia’s presence created. He might be able to save her in court, but would he
lose her from his life? Enjoy His Captive Lover - book one in The Thorpe Brothers Series!
Marriage Made on Paper Maisey Yates 2011-09-01 Pretend marriage…real wedding night! When
ambitious public relations expert Lily Ford signs a contract with hotshot property tycoon Gage
Forrester, she inadvertently signs her life away! A tough taskmaster, he wants Lily at his beck and call
24/7. Gage expects employees to go above and beyond. So, when he needs to generate some positive
PR, his solution is completely unexpected: he proposes to Lily! All in the name of business, of course.
This may be a deal struck on paper, but Gage is a stickler for tradition when it comes to their wedding
night!
Wanted: Wife for Hire Elizabeth Lennox 2019-10-18 He needed a wife! Sebastian Hughes stared at
the lovely Deni Stenson. “Marry me. Help me save my daughter and I’ll pay off your father’s debts!”
Deni stared up at the coldest, most intimidating man she’d ever met…and agreed to marry him. But on
her terms! Although, after moving into the zombie-like monstrosity of a house, Deni realized that the
cold, angry man truly loved his daughter and…well, he wasn’t as horrible as she’d thought. In fact, he
was…well, pretty amazing. Sebastian didn’t want to want Deni. But watching her lively features and
seeing her with his daughter…Sebastian couldn’t help but notice other things about the woman he’d
married. Like the fact that she was a breath of fresh air. Or the way she smiled at…everything. She was
the complete opposite of him and…Sebastian was no fool. Very quickly, he came to realize that
marrying Deni had been the best decision of his life!
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Defying his Charm Elizabeth Lennox 2017-11-13 She had rules! She had a life plan that worked for her!
Go to the gym, eat salads and broccoli. Focus on her career and steer clear of Luke Steele! The first
part of the plan…well, she accomplished that on some days. The last rule…um…well, he wasn’t helping
her. Not one little bit! So instead of running from him, Naya would accept the attraction, but with
boundaries. If he wouldn’t agree to the rules, she would…well, she’d do something. So far, all of her
plans weren’t working but she’d eventually end up with a winning plan. Luke Steele saw the lovely
temptation that was Naya and knew that his single days were over. Just like his three brothers before
him, he’d found his soul mate and he was willing to tumble headlong into marriage. After avoiding the
matrimonial state for so long, he had to laugh at how hard it was to convince the gorgeous woman to
trust him. Until she set up the rules. Rules to an affair? Oh, hell no! And "no way" to an affair either!
This woman was his. Forever!
Routledge Revivals: The Progress of Romance (1986) Jean Radford 2016-10-04 First published in 1986,
the aim of this book is to present some of the changing thinking on popular writing to a wider audience
in view of the enormous growth of mass culture after the war, but also to offer a historical perspective
on a specific form of popular fiction: the romance. The essays collected here reflect diverse positions
and methods in the current debate: sociological, psychoanalytic and literary. Some focus more on texts
or readers, others concentrate on theoretical questions about narrative or ideology. All of the essays,
however, view popular forms and their uses historical in historical context — rejecting the notion they
are a contaminated by-product of industrialism.
Tuxedo Park Jennet Conant 2013-10-15 The untold story of an eccentric Wall Street tycoon and the
circle of scientific geniuses he assembled before World War II to develop the science for radar and the
atomic bomb. Together they changed the course of history. Legendary financier, philanthropist, and
society figure Alfred Lee Loomis gathered the most visionary scientific minds of the twentieth
century—Albert Einstein, Werner Heisenberg, Niels Bohr, Enrico Fermi, and others—at his state-of-theart laboratory in Tuxedo Park, New York, in the late 1930s. He established a top-secret defense
laboratory at MIT and personally bankrolled pioneering research into new, high-powered radar
detection systems that helped defeat the German Air Force and U-boats. With Ernest Lawrence, the
Nobel Prize–winning physicist, he pushed Franklin Delano Roosevelt to fund research in nuclear fission,
which led to the development of the atomic bomb. Jennet Conant, the granddaughter of James Bryant
Conant, one of the leading scientific advisers of World War II, enjoyed unprecedented access to Loomis’
papers, as well as to people intimately involved in his life and work. She pierces through Loomis’
obsessive secrecy and illuminates his role in assuring the Allied victory.
Surrendering To The Vengeful Italian Angela Bissell 2016-12-01 One step from surrender For seven
years formidable Leonardo Vincenti has planned his vengeance on Douglas Shaw – and nothing will stop
him. Not even Shaw's stunning but treacherous daughter Helena, who – right now – is pleading for
leniency. Grim satisfaction spreads through Leo, because he knows she would willingly never take up
his challenge to return to his side. But he has greatly underestimated Helena. Secrets drive her as if the
very devil were on her heels. And suddenly the passion that left them undone years before is forcing
them both to the brink of surrender...
The Path Made Clear Oprah Winfrey 2019-03-26 Everyone has a purpose. And, according to Oprah
Winfrey, “Your real job in life is to figure out as soon as possible what that is, who you are meant to be,
and begin to honor your calling in the best way possible.” That journey starts right here. In her latest
book, The Path Made Clear, Oprah shares what she sees as a guide for activating your deepest vision of
yourself, offering the framework for creating not just a life of success, but one of significance. The
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book’s ten chapters are organized to help you recognize the important milestones along the road to selfdiscovery, laying out what you really need in order to achieve personal contentment, and what life’s
detours are there to teach us. Oprah opens each chapter by sharing her own key lessons and the
personal stories that helped set the course for her best life. She then brings together wisdom and
insights from luminaries in a wide array of fields, inspiring readers to consider what they’re meant to do
in the world and how to pursue it with passion and focus. Renowned figures such as Eckhart Tolle,
Brene Brown, Lin-Manuel Miranda, Elizabeth Gilbert, Jay-Z, and Ellen DeGeneres share the greatest
lessons from their own journeys toward a life filled with purpose. Paired with over 100 awe-inspiring
photographs to help illuminate the wisdom of these messages, The Path Made Clear provides readers
with a beautiful resource for achieving a life lived in service of your calling – whatever it may be.
The Hart Sisters Trilogy Elizabeth Lennox 2017-01-02 Get the Hart Sister's Trilogy- all three, USA
Today's Best Selling stories, for only $6.99! The Billionaire’s Secret Marriage Dante Liakos had yet
another challenge to overcome in securing his business empire’s future, but this one was much more
personal in nature – the need for a wife and an heir. Without them, he could lose control of the empire
he had worked so hard to rebuild and expand. However, as he had found so many times before, turning
a challenge into a success was about recognizing the right opportunity and acting upon it decisively. In
Jayden Hart, he saw such an opportunity, enclosed in the rare combination of innocence, beauty and
brilliance - a combination he couldn't resist despite his attempts to remain aloof from the relationship!
Normally poised and self-assured, Jayden’s world had taken an alarming turn. What initially had seemed
like a nuisance was quickly becoming a significant threat to her business, her family, and her whole way
of life! And she had no idea how to avoid catastrophe. Dante’s suggested solution presented a potential
lifeline, but with what strings attached? Would the solution be worse than the crisis that had required
it? And how was she to avoid falling in love with her secret husband? The Italian’s Twin Surprise Five
years ago, Janine Hart fell in love – and her world fell apart. She found herself pregnant and in love with
a man who didn’t know how to love. Anyone! So she left and came back to the arms of her family, pulled
her life together and gave birth to two beautiful twin daughters. Now Micah is back and he wants to try
again. He’s willing to try things her way, but can she risk being hurt again? And how was she to explain
that he was a father? How could she tell this powerful, Italian male that she wouldn’t put herself into
that position again – especially when she couldn’t avoid falling into his arms? The Forbidden Russian
Lover Jilted at the altar! Good grief, Jasmine really could pick ‘em! But she was resilient and decided to
go on the honeymoon anyway. She would learn to live as an independent woman and be happy with her
life. What she hadn’t anticipated was falling into the arms of the horrible, critical and enticingly
handsome Antoniv Petrov. Literally! His strong arms and wealth were everything she could not want in
a man. She had to find her own way! Her sisters had both fallen for wealthy, powerful men and Jasmine
was determined to be different. Besides, Antoniv only wanted a sexual relationship and the Hart sisters
seemed to have inherited a crazy fertility somehow – both had gotten pregnant despite precautions. So
there was no way she was going to risk getting involved with the amazingly handsome Russian
billionaire. There were too many reasons to stay away from them. But only one reason she couldn’t –
she wanted him! Antoniv couldn’t believe the little spitfire who had fallen into his arms. She was a sexy
little siren that he was determined to have in his bed. One by one, he eliminated all of the excuses she
had for avoiding a relationship with him. And in the end, Atoniv Petrov always gets what he wants.
That Night with the Sheik Elizabeth Lennox 2019-11-15 He awakened her body…but…! Chloe Hughes
didn’t like her best friend’s brother, Sheik Girad. Especially when the horrible man was forcing her
friend into an unwanted marriage, using the excuse of “tradition”. So why did his every touch make her
tremble with unprecedented hunger? Why did a look make her body tighten with need? Sheik Girad bin
Saldira knew how to get things done. As ruler of Cordaire, Girad prided himself on a thriving economy
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and a strong military. So why was he having so much trouble getting one beautiful woman to agree to
his terms? After just one night in his arms, Girad knew that Chloe Hughes was the woman he wanted in
his life forever. Unfortunately, she’d disappeared from his palace. Hard to keep her close when he
couldn’t even find her!
Her Secret Elizabeth Lennox 2018-08-03 “That’s my child!” Sheik Talal is stunned to discover that Kate
is not only back in Altair, but that she’s given birth to his son. His heir! She’s just as beautiful as he
remembers – and just as stubborn. And when they can’t ignore the fire between them any longer, he
finds more pleasure in her arms than any that have come before. Kate's back in Altair with her infant
son for a new movie. An invitation to the palace brings her face to face with the man she knew as only
Talal. She should hate him for deceiving her and disappearing the way he did but the emotion she's
feeling isn't what she expected.
In All His Glory Sally Bedell Smith 2012-02-29 “He is to American broadcasting as Carnegie was to
steel, Ford to automobiles, Luce to publishing, and Ruth to baseball,” wrote The New York Times of
Willian S. Paley—the man who built CBS, the “Tiffany Network.” Sally Bedell Smith’s In All His Glory
takes a hard look at Paley and the perfect world he created for himself, revealing the extraordinary
complexity of the man who let nothing get in the way of his vast ambitions. Tracing his life from
Chicago, where Paley was born to a family of cigar makers, to the glamorous haunts of Manhattan,
Smith shows us the shrewd, demanding egoist, the hedonist pursuing every form of pleasure, the
corporate strongman famous for his energy and ruthlessness. Drawing on highly placed CBS sources
and hundreds of interviews, and with a supporting cast of such glittering figures as Truman Capote,
Slim Keith, Jock Whitney, Ted Turner, David Sarnoff, Brooke Astor and a parade of Paley’s humiliated
heirs, In All His Glory is a richly textured story of business, power and social ambition. Praise for In All
His Glory “A sweeping study of the emergence of broadcasting, the American immigrant experience,
and the ravenous personal and professional tastes of Paley as he charmed and clawed his way to the top
of society.”—Los Angeles Times “Riveting…packed with revelations, rich in radio and TV lore, sprinkled
with intrigues, glitz, and wheeling and dealing at the highest levels of media and
government.”—Publishers Weekly “An impressive, meticulously researched work of broadcast history as
well as a piquant glimpse inside CBS’s corporate culture.”—Time
Tycoon is Hen-pecked Chan Xuan 2020-01-08 "A hundred million. You owe me that much." He smiled
modestly, and his voice was charming. In his deepest despair, Zuo Ziwang encountered the strangest
scenery. He had invaded her life like a Purgatory Asura, becoming her creditor after she had made a
hasty decision.
The Tycoon's Resistant Lover Elizabeth Lennox 2012-11-27 Lady Julianna Holbrook can't believe that
the obnoxious and brash James Cavanaugh could be so rude! He shows up uninvited to a dinner party,
he arrives at her store right before closing time and he simply won't leave her alone! So why is she so
fascinated by a man she knows is completely wrong for her? James finds the elegant and ever-so-proper
Julianna a fascinating creature. She tells him to stay away, but she trembles in his arms. She pushes
him away, but when he kisses her, she shows him a passion that sets him on fire. He has finally found
the woman who intrigues and challenges him, but she won't return his phone calls. Should he do the
polite thing and leave her be? Never! James gets into her space, challenges her assumptions and shows
her that her boyfriend can't ever make her feel the same way he can.
Red Roulette Desmond Shum 2021-09-07 “THE BOOK CHINA DOESN’T WANT YOU TO READ.”
—CNN SELECTED AS A BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR by THE ECONOMIST and FINANCIAL TIMES This
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“powerful and disturbing” (Bill Browder, author of Red Notice) New York Times bestseller is narrated
by a man who, with his wife, Whitney Duan, rose to the top levels of power and wealth—and then fell
out of favor. Whitney had been disappeared four years before, but this book led to her dramatic
reemergence. As Desmond Shum was growing up impoverished in China, he vowed his life would be
different. Through hard work and sheer tenacity he earned an American college degree and returned to
his native country to establish himself in business. There, he met his future wife, the highly intelligent
and equally ambitious Whitney Duan who was determined to make her mark within China’s maledominated society. Whitney and Desmond formed an effective team and, aided by relationships they
formed with top members of China’s Communist Party, the so-called red aristocracy, he vaulted into
China’s billionaire class. Soon they were developing the massive air cargo facility at Beijing
International Airport, and they followed that feat with the creation of one of Beijing’s premier hotels.
They were dazzlingly successful, traveling in private jets, funding multi-million-dollar buildings and
endowments, and purchasing expensive homes, vehicles, and art. But in 2017, their fates diverged
irrevocably when Desmond, while residing overseas with his son, learned that his now ex-wife Whitney
had vanished along with three coworkers. This vivid, explosive memoir shows “how the Chinese
government keeps business in line—and what happens when businesspeople overstep” (The New York
Times) and is a “singular, highly readable insider account of the most secretive of global powers” (The
Spectator).
Her Secret, His Heir Elizabeth Lennox 2020-01-17 He fell for her when she finished dressing in the
busy elevator! Jackson knew that the woman was special when she had to shimmy back into her skirt.
To his surprise, the lovely mystery woman was also his first meeting of the day. He wouldn’t fall for the
fascinating school teacher, but he was definitely tempted! Melanie fell for the dynamic, handsome
Jackson…not from their first meeting…but maybe their second. By their first kiss, she was in love and
by their third date, Melanie knew that all of her defenses against being hurt were useless under his
charm. But after a misunderstood declaration, Melanie finds herself alone, heartbroken…and pregnant!
The Veranchetti Marriage Lynne Graham 2014-11-17 Introducing a classic marriage-reunited story in
this exciting rerelease of USA TODAY bestselling author Lynne Graham's The Veranchetti Marriage!
Four years ago, Alex Veranchetti ended his marriage to innocent Kerry when he believed her to have
cheated on him. But Kerry had no memory of that night and the hurt caused by Alex during their
breakup was almost impossible to bear. But now her husband is back, demanding full custody of their
child, or marriage…again! Kerry hardens her heart against the arrogant tycoon, but soon the passion
that brought them together reignites, reducing her resistance to ash. Back in her husband's bed, Kerry
hopes to prove her innocence…even if it risks her heart once more.
Fear of Love Carole Mortimer 2017-05-01 Read this classic romance by USA Today bestselling author
Carole Mortimer, now available for the first time in e-book! His forbidden temptation Alexandra Paige
resents TV journalist Dominic Tempest for interfering in her life. He may be her sister's brother-in-law,
but he has a nerve saying she is too young to get married! Especially when Dominic himself has clearly
noticed that the kid he's known for years is now a woman… Dominic knows Alexandra is off-limits—he's
older than her and she's practically family—but as the tension between them increases, Dominic can't
resist stoking the fire that his attraction to Alexandra has ignited! Originally published in 1980
Down in the Dumps Jani Scandura 2008-05-07 DIVA cultural studies account of America during the
1930s as seen through Key West, Harlem, Hollywood, and Reno./div
Snowbound with the Boss Maureen Child 2016-03-01 Baby on the way? Blame it on the blizzard! Only
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from USA TODAY bestselling author Maureen Child. Being stuck in a snowstorm with his disagreeable
contractor is hardly gaming tycoon Sean Ryan's idea of a good time. So why does he find himself
keeping Kate Wells warm—and really, really liking it? Luckily, when the snow melts, Sean can return to
his California headquarters, leaving their fling behind. But Kate's left facing a dilemma—she's pregnant.
How can she break her baby news to her unbearable boss? Soon there's an emotional storm brewing
that makes the blizzard that stranded them look like child's play!
The Sheik's Dangerous Lover Elizabeth Lennox 2013-07-24 Just like in the fairy tale, a lavish ball was
being held to find Sheik Malik a bride. There was a darker side to this story though. The urgency was
due to several assassination attempts and Malik had to marry quickly and produce an heir. The stability
of his country depended on constancy and conservative leadership. He couldn’t allow his enemies to
win. But he wasn’t prepared for the silver clad goddess that caught his vision as she snuck down the
servants’ hallway. Nor was he prepared for her resistance. In a room full of beautiful women, his
interest was captured by a beauty that wanted nothing to do with him. Except that she caught on fire
when he touched her and her soft, sensuous body inflamed him with need. What was a man to do?
Accept the challenge of convincing the lovely Shanelle to fall in love with him. Over a weekend of
passionate kisses and stolen passion, Shanelle and Malik discovered that protecting the kingdom could
be quite exhilarating. Enjoy this short novella by Elizabeth Lennox! Register at
http://www.elizabethlennox.com for the free, full-length book "Never Dare a Tycoon", as well as free
book introductions and announcements!
The Billionaire's Vinegar Benjamin Wallace 2009 Describes the 1985 purchase of a bottle of 1787
Chãateau Lafite Bordeaux for $156,000, the mysterious background of the wine, and the enigmatic wine
collector who discovered the bottle, once supposedly owned by Thomas Jefferson, in a bricked-up Paris
cellar.
The Tycoon's Secret Melody Anne 2013-01-22 Damien Whitfield lost his father when he was an infant,
and then lost his mother when he was a young teenager. The only thing his mother left him was a thirst
for vengeance. On her deathbed she made him promise to seek revenge for those she held responsible
for her death. Damien grows up fast and conquers the business world, going from a homeless boy to a
billionaire bachelor. He has no time for love in his quest for righting wrongs of the past. What he
doesn't know is that love isn't something he can hide from. Sierra grew up with a monster of a father
after losing her mother at the tender age of six. Her dad punishes her for sins he assumes his deceased
wife made against him. Finally, her father does a business deal with Damien Whitfield, selling Sierra to
the highest bidder. Damien and Sierra may both be running from old demon's and forging ahead to
what they think are their perfect futures, but fate has a way of changing everything. Take the journey
with Damien and Sierra as they fight a passion that won't be denied.
The Tycoon's Captured Heart Elizabeth Lennox 2016-01-15 For years, Grayson had watched Scarlett
grow up. At first, there had just been a connection, something that drew the two of them together. But
as the small girl grew into a beautiful woman, he knew that over the years, he’d fallen in love with her.
And then she’d asked him to teach her how to attract a man! If any of his competitors knew what a soft
spot he had for this woman, he’d have to destroy them. But there it was. He could crush his competition
without breaking a sweat, but he couldn’t deny Scarlett when she asked him for help. Scarlett had loved
Grayson since she was a young teenager, and the feeling had only grown stronger as the years had
passed. But every time she’d decided that she was going to tell him about her feelings, the man had yet
another paramour on his arm. She hated him and loved him…and had no idea how to break out of this
painful cycle. How could she convince him that she could love him better than all of those silly women?
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Or failing that, how could she move on with her life? This book includes additional free bonus content: a new novella about Sierra's brother Daniel from The Duke's Blackmailed Bride, - the introduction
stories for the new Samara Royal Family Series, - and an excerpt of the first book in the new series,
Pregnant with the Sheik's Baby!
Fighting with the Infuriating Prince Elizabeth Lennox 2015-04-17 Jalayla couldn’t believe the arrogance
of the man! To actually order her around? How rude! But beneath the surface of her anger towards the
handsome prince, there was a simmering heat, an uninvited fascination with the man that she couldn’t
seem to fight. Every time he touched her, every time he even looked at her, she felt that strange
sensation. Tasir wanted to fire her at first sight. She argued with him about everything and challenged
him in ways that no other woman dared. So why did he want to pick the woman up and make love to
her? Initially, he didn’t know that the lovely woman with fiery eyes and a sensuous figure was the one
and only Princess Jalayla. And was determined that he would have her for his own. So what’s a man to
do when he finds out that the woman of his dreams is promised to marry another man?
Bedded and Wedded for Revenge Melanie Milburne 2014-10-21 Gemma has just lost her father, a
famous hotel owner. According to his will, her entire inheritance will go to her stepmother unless
Gemma is married by her next birthday. Gemma tries to save her inheritance by paying an ex-lover to
marry her as a formality, but right before her birthday, he pulls out, and Gemma is left with nowhere to
turn for help. Enter Andreas, a bellboy who worked for her father ten years ago?and is now a hotel
tycoon himself! He offers salvation for Gemma, the woman who once looked down on him...but his help
comes with an outrageous condition.
Resisting Her Husband Elizabeth Lennox 2022-02-18 She’d made it on her own. She’d done it! She’d
come back from a devastating loss! Katy Bendor had moved on from her a soul-crushing marriage!
She’d escaped from a toxic environment and thrived! She’d come out the winner! Or had she?
Everything was going well until her ex-husband stepped into her world…and told her that he wasn’t her
ex! They’d never divorced! Charles Rutherford wanted his wife back! He’d never understood why the
beautiful, lively Katy had transformed from a vivacious, ambitious woman to a shell of that woman
during their marriage. But after trying to live without her, Charles was going to get her back! Since
they were still married, he’d use whatever means at his disposal, including the intense attraction that
seemed to still vibrate between them, in order to win her back into his life! Other Books in The Book
Club series: Tempting the Dangerous Tycoon – Book 1 Her Secret Sheik – Book 3 His Scandalous
Protector – Book 4
The Intimate, Intricate Rescue Elizabeth Lennox 2011-03-14 Eve is kidnapped and it's Mitch's job to get
her back to safety. But traipsing through the jungle wasn't Eve's idea of a great time - especially when
following behind a man who could easily impersonate a mountain. Passion flames in the heat of the
jungle, but can love maintain once Mitch and Eve are back in civilization? Mitch realizes that there's so
much more to Eve than he initially realized, and some of it could be dangerous. She's not the rich,
spoiled debutante he'd assumed. But who is she?
The Kites Romain Gary 2019-09-24 Romain Gary’s bittersweet final masterpiece is “epic and
empathetic” (BBC) and “one of his best” (The New York Times) The Kites begins with a young boy,
Ludo, coming of age on a small farm in Normandy under the care of his eccentric kite-making Uncle
Ambrose. Ludo’s life changes the day he meets Lila, a girl from the aristocratic Polish family that owns
the estate next door. In a single glance, Ludo falls in love forever; Lila, on the other hand, disappears
back into the woods. And so begins Ludo’s adventure of longing, passion, and love for the elusive Lila,
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who begins to reciprocate his feelings just as Europe descends into World War II. After Germany
invades Poland, Lila and her family go missing, and Ludo’s devotion to saving her from the Nazis
becomes a journey to save his love, his loved ones, his country, and ultimately himself. Filled with
unforgettable characters who fling all they have into the fight to keep their hopes—and
themselves—alive, The Kites is Romain Gary’s poetic call for resistance in whatever form it takes. A war
hero himself, Gary embraced and fought for humanity in all its nuanced complexities, in the belief that a
hero might be anyone who has the courage to love and hope.
The Prince's Resistant Lover Elizabeth Lennox 2013-12-24 When Prince Tamar El Amin Yarin walked
into simple neighborhood diner, he didn’t expect to find the woman of his dreams. In fact, he was there
on business, trying to locate the hacker who had been stealing government and corporate secrets. What
he discovers instead is a blue eyed, blond haired beauty that dares him on so many levels. After a night
of searing passion with the innocent temptress, he discovers that he has actually found his hacker! The
betrayal leaves him stunned, but he shifts back into business mode and takes the lovely, seductive
Wyndi captive. Wyndi cannot believe that the man who had shown her so much passion and taught her
how incredible a simple touch could be, could actually have kidnapped her and brought her back to his
country. And now he’s accusing her of espionage and of profiting from selling his country’s secrets!
Protecting her secrets, she refuses Tamar’s demands for the names of the buyers of the proprietary
information, only angering him further. They are at an impasse. She refuses to tell him why she is
hacking into his company and government files, and he refuses to release her until he has the
information he demands. Despite their conflict over her hacking, neither can forget the passion they
shared and the love that had begun to blossom. It is this intense attraction that binds them together,
even in the midst of their verbal sparring. When her secrets are revealed, will it cement their bond or
destroy it?
Trust Kylie Scott 2021-05-05 Being young is all about the experiences: the first time you skip school, the
first time you fall in love…the first time someone holds a gun to your head. After being held hostage
during a robbery at the local convenience store, seventeen year old Edie finds her attitude about life
shattered. Unwilling to put up with the snobbery and bullying at her private school, she enrolls at the
local public high school, crossing paths with John. The boy who risked his life to save hers. While Edie’s
beginning to run wild, however, John’s just starting to settle down. After years of partying and dealing
drugs with his older brother, he’s going straight—getting to class on time, and thinking about the
future. An unlikely bond grows between the two as John keeps Edie out of trouble and helps her
broaden her horizons. But when he helps her out with another first—losing her virginity—their
friendship gets complicated. Meanwhile, Edie and John are pulled back into the dangerous world they
narrowly escaped. They were lucky to survive the first time, but this time they have more to lose—each
other. “Trust is equal parts fearless, unflinching and authentic—and funny, honest and romantic. Is
there anything Kylie Scott can't do? This is an incredible entrance onto the YA scene, and will cement
Kylie Scott as a must-read for anyone who picks it up.” —Amie Kaufman, New York Times bestselling
author of The Illuminae Series “Heart-pounding, realistic and wonderfully unique, Kylie Scott's Trust
held me captive, fascinated, and riveted to the page from start to finish. A MUST, simply incredible,
read!” –Katy Evans, New York Times bestselling author of Tycoon “Trust was an amazing journey that I
could not put down! All of my favorite things: young love, a strong heroine, and an absolutely
captivating hero, who’s both sexy and bad in alllll the right ways. Loved it!” –Penelope Douglas, New
York Times bestselling author of the Fall Away Series “The thing that will have readers flocking to this
book isn’t the sex, or the premise, or Kylie Scott’s fine reputation…. [It’s] the authenticity. Readers will
pick up TRUST because the characters seem like real teenagers – they’re excitable and insecure and
daggy and funny and immature and growing up.” –Ellie Marney, author of Every Breath "This book has
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reminded me why YA is my favorite genre. Emotional, real and thought-provoking."--L.J. Shen,
bestselling author of the Sinners of Saint Series
Pirate Tycoon, Forbidden Baby Janette Kenny 2009-07-01 The pirate tycoon: Brooding, dangerous hotel
tycoon André Gauthier has whisked Kira across the Caribbean Sea to his stunning island hideaway. He
doesn't just want to bed her with a ruthless passion…he wants revenge! The kidnapped mistress: One
hot touch has Kira desperate to slip back between André's sheets! But first she must tell him that she's
having his baby…. André is convinced Kira betrayed him with his enemy. He has to uncover the secret
she's hiding—if he's to claim his child!
The Sheik's Jealous Princess Elizabeth Lennox 2016-06-17 She’d told him that they wouldn’t work!
Princess Shantra had explained, in very great detail, to Sheik Laithir del Hassam, Ruler of Piora, that
she could never measure up to his first wife’s vivacious and exciting reputation. But did he listen to her?
No! The man insisted that a match between them would work. Now she was married to the man, trying
to figure out how to make him love her when he had such a fabulous first wife who had tragically died.
Sheik Laithir had vowed never to marry again. After his first, disastrous marriage, he never wanted to
contemplate putting himself, or the citizens of Piora through another wife like that. But then Princess
Shantra stepped into his world. She was refreshing and honest, kind and creative. And she responded to
his slightest touch! The lovely princess didn’t think she could measure up to his first wife? Good! She
would be perfect!
Suddenly You Lisa Kleypas 2009-10-13 She was unmarried, untouched and almost thirty, but novelist
Amanda Briars wasn′t about to greet her next birthday without making love to a man. When he
appeared at her door, she believed he was her gift to herself, hired for one night of passion.
Unforgettably handsome, irresistibly virile, he tempted her in ways she never thought possible...but
something stopped him from completely fulfilling her dream. Jack Delvin′s determination to possess
Amanda became greater when she discovered his true identity. But gently-bred Amanda craved
respectability more than she admitted, while Jack, the cast-off son of a nobleman and London′s most
notorious businessman, refused to live by society′s rules. Yet when fate conspired for them to marry,
their worlds collided with a passionate force neither had expected...but both soon craved.
Inconveniently Tempted Elizabeth Lennox 2019-12-13 He’d never trust her! Years ago, Jake had
fallen for Emily – hard! One look, and he knew that Emily was The One. He’d thought she felt the same
way, but one morning, she was gone. Not just gone from his bed, but gone from her apartment and his
life! Fast forward to now, and Jake is startled to see Emily, looking more beautiful than before, strolling
into his office and offering to partner with him on a system that…it could change the world! Dare he
trust her again? Could he believe her soft sighs of pleasure? Or should he keep his distance from her
and keep his heart and mind safe? Emily walked into Jake’s office and…he was more amazing than she’d
remembered! Taller, more handsome and much more…everything! Emily might love him, but every day
was a gift and she didn’t know if she’d have many more. Her future was always uncertain. But she could
take what he offered…and secretly love him with her whole heart and mind and soul!
The Tycoon's Make-Believe Fiancée Elizabeth Lennox 2014-01-30 It’s wonderful to be engaged! Or at
least it would be if he actually had a fiancée… Royston is reunited with his sister at last – and she’s
married and expecting! He is thrilled, but so caught off guard when she questions him about his love
life that he makes up a story about a non-existent fiancée, just to protect her gentle heart. Now he has
to produce a fiancée in a matter of hours when they meet for dinner! It had always been Miranda’s
priority to avoid the CEO of her company, Royston Carmichael, at all costs. He might be sexy, rich, and
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powerful, but he was also intimidating, arrogant and unreasonably demanding. Which is why she was
unhappy at being caught submitting a monthly financial report at 12:15, when it was due no later than
12pm. When Royston finds her in his office submitting a report after the deadline, he questions her and
is impressed with her financial knowledge, not to mention her long legs and enchanting eyes. He
quickly decides she’s just right for the role of fake fiancée. She’s beautiful, smart, can think on her feet,
and she has a spark that captures his attention in all the right ways. Will she accept his real proposal to
be his faux bride to be, and will their act become more than that?
Resisting the Tycoon's Seduction Elizabeth Lennox 2013-05-03 Marissa must save her sister from
marriage to a stranger, and save herself from marriage to a horrible man. But trying to seduce the too
arrogant and too sexy Zeke Vaughn is too much for her. In the end, she couldn’t do it. Zeke Vaughn sees
the lovely, blushing Marissa Berutelli and immediately decides that she will be his next lover. He’s even
amused at her anger when he is open and honest about his intentions. But when he discovers the truth
about her father, Zeke sweeps Marissa away, despite her objections, determined to save her from a
cruel and disgusting fate. Marissa has lived life with secrets and tragedy and she’s confused about
Zeke’s intentions. The hurried wedding didn’t seem real and until Zeke can trust her with the truth,
their relationship can’t survive. Can Marissa trust a man who keeps secrets from her? Zeke thinks he’s
protecting her, but it only angers her when he won’t trust her with the truth, about his feelings for her
and what’s happening with her father.
The Disappearing Spoon Sam Kean 2010-07-12 From New York Times bestselling author Sam Kean
comes incredible stories of science, history, finance, mythology, the arts, medicine, and more, as told by
the Periodic Table. Why did Gandhi hate iodine (I, 53)? How did radium (Ra, 88) nearly ruin Marie
Curie's reputation? And why is gallium (Ga, 31) the go-to element for laboratory pranksters?* The
Periodic Table is a crowning scientific achievement, but it's also a treasure trove of adventure, betrayal,
and obsession. These fascinating tales follow every element on the table as they play out their parts in
human history, and in the lives of the (frequently) mad scientists who discovered them. THE
DISAPPEARING SPOON masterfully fuses science with the classic lore of invention, investigation, and
discovery--from the Big Bang through the end of time. *Though solid at room temperature, gallium is a
moldable metal that melts at 84 degrees Fahrenheit. A classic science prank is to mold gallium spoons,
serve them with tea, and watch guests recoil as their utensils disappear.
The Greek Tycoon's Blackmailed Mistress Lynne Graham 2009-07-01 Aristandros Xenakis is like a
panther poised to pounce. Sleek, dark and utterly powerful, he'll soon taste the sweet victory of
vengeance…. Ella desperately wants access to her baby niece, but the child's guardian is
Aristandros—her ex-fiancé! She has no choice but to submit to his demand—she must become his
mistress! Naive and unworldly, Ella is not like the groomed, gold-digging females who have previously
warmed Aristandros's bed. Surely it's only a matter of time before he tires of her…?
The Italian's Twin Surprise Elizabeth Lennox 2015-03-13 Five years ago, Janine Hart fell in love – and
her world fell apart. She found herself pregnant and in love with a man who didn’t know how to love.
Anyone! So she left and came back to the arms of her family, pulled her life together and gave birth to
two beautiful twin daughters. Now Micah is back and he wants to try again. He’s willing to try things
her way, but can she risk being hurt again? And how was she to explain that he was a father? How
could she tell this powerful, Italian male that she wouldn’t put herself into that position again –
especially when she couldn’t avoid falling into his arms?
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